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APRIL 2007 FORT WORTH ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 

Bruce Campbell
Lunar 

Eclipse that rose Saturday, 

Local Moonrise was slightly 
past totality and continued 

about 

The next Lunar Eclipse is 

, when 
moonset will occur just after 
totality and th the moon 

New Club Members 

Kenneth Burt 
Zachary Womack 

Michel Wentz 

Welcome! 

CSI: Astronomy 
Ron DiIulio, FWAS Trustee and Director of UNT-Denton’s Planetarium and 
Physics Lab, spoke at the c ub’s March meeting and d scussed his keynote 
address to the 2007 W nter Star Party (WSP) in F orida. 

Within the last ten years, the revolutionary development of CCD cameras and 
the chips that drive them have brought the activities of the Gentleperson 
Astronomer to a new leve and w  now allow the ded cated “amateur” (a 
phrase that Ron d ns) into the realm of active research.  Ron invoked the 
life and legacy of Perciva Lowell, who was not trained as a professiona
astronomer, but tried to earn and to bring something of value to the scientific 
community. 

While most American astronomical CCD imagers are making stunning pictures, Ron noted that the 
Germans and the French are mostly shooting spectra.  80% of today’s astronomical data is gathered 
spectroscopically or in radio or short wave.  The Hobby-Eberly Telescope at the McDonald Observatory 
in Fort Davis is the fourth largest in the world, and is not a visual telescope but utilizes low, medium and 
high-resolution spectrographs. 

In addition to determining elemental components of stars, nebulas, and ionized gas clouds by reading 
on or absorption) nes of a spectra, spectroscopic studies can utilize a source’s red shift for 

measuring radial velocities of galaxies, and to find p anets orbiting around other stars. Low-reso ution 
spectrographs on large instruments like the Hobby-Eber y can be used to identify Type Ia supernovae to 
measure the acceleration of the Universe. 

Early studies were hindered by using physical prisms to expand a light beam into a spectrum.  Due to 
the physics of the crystal prisms, the visible spectrum was expanded exponential y from the “center 
point” of the projected l ght bar.  th the advent of diffraction gratings, the spectrum can be expanded 
so that the information can be spread out linearly, that is to say, in equal increments, and allows a more 
precise interpretation of the data.     

 (Continued on page 5 ) 

The Trustees of the Fort Worth Astronomical Society are pleased to announce 
the formation of the George Ruede Memorial Scholarship. George was 
longtime and very active member of our organization.  He passed away n July 
of last year and is dearly missed by his fam y and by his friends here in our 

The scholarsh p, of an amount to be decided annually by the Trustees, will be 
awarded to deserving graduating high school student members who plan to 
attend co ege and major in Astronomy or a related field. Candidates must have 
been active members for at least two years, participated in club events and 
demonstrated a good know edge of observational astronomy. 

A student's application shou d consist of: 

A letter to the Trustees describing how membership in the FWAS has benefited him or her 

A Letter of Recommendation from one of the r science teachers 

A Letter of Recommendation from one of the r non-science teachers 

Applications should be submitted to any club officer no later than June 1st. 



April 2007
Times local 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri Sat 
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David 
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Full Moon 
4-2 @ 12:15pm 

Lunar Phases 

April’s Full Moon 
aka 

“Grass Moon” 
“Pink Moon” 
“Frog Moon” 

ago 
born 275 years 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

at DSS 
eld Trip Fi

Last Quarter 
4-10 @ 1:04pm 

“Planters’ Moon” 
And the 

“Seed Moon” 

Museum 
Star Party 

First Quarter 

4-17@ 6:36 am 
Full Moon 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
4-24@1.36am 

. 

Lyrids 

Sky Charts 

Sky & Telescope 
http://tinyurl.com/5np8n 

29 30 International Astronomy Day is April 21st and FWAS is co-hosting a star party 
at the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History on Montgomery Street 
in the Fort Worth Cultural District. 

Heavens Above 
http://tinyurl.com/64vdj April’s Meeting will be in the “Normal Room” at UNT. 

Sky Maps 
http://www.skymaps.com/ 

ISS Transits 
http://tinyurl.com/y8zk5c 

See the planets 
http://tinyurl.com/379bjv 

The Moon Points the Way – On the 1st Mercury is 1.6° South of Uranus.  Early morning on the 8th 

Jupiter is 6° North of the Moon.  On the 14th Mars is 0.5° South of the Moon and Uranus is 1.0° 
South of the Moon.  On the 16th Mercury is 5° South of the Moon.  On the 17th there will be large 
tides, so keep a look out while working your oyster beds by the light of the Moon.  On the 20th 

Venus is 3° South of the Moon.  On the 24th the Moon is 1.7° of the Beehive (M44).  On the 25th 

Saturn is 1.1° South of the Moon.  

Jupiter’s Moons in 1-2-3-4 order -- April 14th, 00:18 TO 06:38 CDT Jupiter rises @ Civil Twilight. April 
28th, 01:30 TO 06:21 CDT 2 departs 3 @ Civil Twilight. 

Minima of Algol visible from the club’s Dark Sky Site – April 6th @ 21:45 CDT. 
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Astronerd arguments 

Proper constellation 

SCTs vs. Newts 

Green laser pointers 

Is astrophotography 
“art” 

Double stars:  boring or 
not boring? 

what is it? 

Size doesn’t matter 

Pluto’s rightful place 
in the solar system 

Bringing Astronomy to the People 
The Spring 2007 International Astronomy Day is Saturday, April 24 This is also 
the date of the year’s second co-hosted public star party with FWAS and The Fort 
Worth Museum of Science and H story. The entire week is “Astronomy Week” and 
other events are scheduled at the Museum.  See Michelle Martinez for more details 
on support this event. 

Astronomy Day is a grass roots movement designed to share the joy of astronomy w th the general 
population - "Bringing Astronomy to the People." On Astronomy Day, thousands of people who have 
never looked through a telescope w ll have an opportunity to see first hand what has so many amateur 

 professional astronomers al excited.  Astronomy clubs, science museums, observatories, 
universities, p anetariums, laboratories, libraries, and nature centers host special events and activities to 
acquaint the r population w th local astronomical resources and facilities.  Many of these events are 
located at non-astronomical sites; shopping malls, parks, urban centers truly Bringing Astronomy to the 
People.  It is an astronomical PR event that helps h ghlight ways the general public can get involved 

th astronomy - or at least get some of the r questions about astronomy answered.  Astronomy Week 
encompasses Astronomy Day starting on the previous Monday and ending on the follow ng Sunday.  

Field Trip to the Club Dark Sky Site 
On Saturday, March 10 , John Dowell organized a fie d trip to the c ub’s dark sky site as an orientation 
to the site, the equipment, and the night sky.  Bob Newman and Becky Nordeen also assisted severa

It was a very pleasant night; the day’s clouds left the skies just before sunset. 

In addition to the orientation program, the night was also enjoyed by a number of other members 
working on the Messier Marathon and other target lists.  Several s mply enjoyed sitting back and taking 
in the company and the cosmos. 

Star Party at the Museum 

On Saturday, March 24  FWAS held the first star party at the Museum, under mostly c earing skies. 
The prior week had much cloud cover, and caused the cancellation of a Friday n ght star party at No
Dunn Burleson watch the e-group for that event to be rescheduled. 

There were about one hundred 
guests at the North parking ot  The 
sky cleared up were able to view the 

Saturn nary 
Several people showed interest in 
the club and making  telescope 
through the museum class. 

There were where 
volunteers were able to interact 

other, exchanging and 
equipment and viewing advice. 

Club members who supported the event were Danny Arthur, Jimmy 
Banks, Jim Craft, Mike Ahner, Neil Wallace, 
Loren Larson, Norman, Patrick 
McMahon, Lew Westerfield, Stage, 
Lenord Stage, Juan Martinez, Andrea Katz, 
Matt Reed, Dean Crabtree, L nda Krouse, and 
Michele Martinez. 

The next star party at the Museum is April 21

Clockwise from top:  Field shot, Danny Arthur w th guests, Patrick McMahon w th guest, 
Lew s Westerfield and daughter, Neil Wallace and guest.  (Photos by Juan Martinez) 
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Corbinianus Thomas, 
Firmamentum firmianum, 1730 

A modern constellation formed by 
Bartschius, son-in-law 
Kepler, in 1624, as the biblical camel that 
brought Rebecca to Isaac.  
this has been transformed into a giraffe. 

RU Cam An “R” class star that used to be 
first 

discovered in 1907 it had 22 day period, 
and a range of about 1 magnitude.  By 
1965 its variability had ceased, and has 
remained constant since.  There are no 
other cases of this type. 

 – Variable star 

67 Cam – Double star 

NGC 1502 -- An irregular open cluster.  On good nights this is visible in binoculars. 

 -- The first galaxy outside our local group in which Cepheids were discovered.  Its 
apparent size is 16’x10’ and is approximately 8  magnitude, making it easy prey for 
binoculars.  Estimates for its’ distance vary from 8 to 11 million light years.  It’s believed to be 
part of the M81 group. 

NGC 2523 -- A barred spiral 

-- Apparently, this galaxy used to be considered as part of the Local Group, but is now 
believed to have been e ected with four others, and is part of the Dwingeloo Group.   That  
ejection is believed to be the cause of it’s warped disk.  Because it lies very close to the 
galactic plane, obscuring dust has interfered with its study.  The best estimates make this 
fellow to be about 10 million LY distant.  It’s one of the largest galaxies in apparent size at 21’ 
and is about 9th magnitude. 
Bibliography 
Publications

Burnham’s Celestial Handbook, An Observers Guide to the Universe Beyond the Solar 
 Dover, 1978 

Donald Menzel & Jay Pasachoff, Peterson Field Guide to the Stars and Planets, Houghton Mifflin 

Lloyd Motz & Carol Nathanson, The Constellations, an Enthusiasts Guide to the Night Sky, 
Doubleday, 1988 

Ian Ridpath, , Longman Scientific & Technical, 1989 
Robert A. Strong & Roger W. Sinnot, Sky Atlas 2000 Companion, Sky Publishing & Cambridge 

University Press, 2000. 
Various Internet sources including: 

Students for the Exploration and Development of Space -- www.seds.org 
Astronomy Picture Of  http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html 
The NGC/IC Project --
The American Association of Amateur Astronomers -- www.corvus.com 
The American Association of Variable Star Watchers -- www.aavso.org 
The Delaware Valley Amateur Astronomers -- www.dvaa.org 
The Eastbay Astronomical Society -- www.eastbayastro.org 
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 – Continued from page 1 
Ron briefly discussed P anck’s Law of Black Body Rad ation, which we 
won’t reprise here other than to mention the passing reference to the fact 
that a blue star is hotter than a red star (regardless of a star’s size), just l
a blue flame is hotter than a red flame from a combustion source.  For a 
short discussion of BBR, go to:  http://www.bookrags.com/Black_body 

Early work  spectroscop cal studies was accomplished by severa
successful women, to the ego-deflation of their male col eagues.  They were 
able to catalogue and classify stars by their luminosity (the actual 
brightness); as opposed to the stars’ apparent luminosity (the magnitudes 
that we observe in the night sky).  A light source appears to us to be 
dimmer by the square of the distance.  However bright a light source is at a 
certain distance “X” it w ll be one-quarter as bright if it were twice the distance or one-ninth as bright if it 
were three times the distance, etc. 

In the late 1800’s at the Harvard Observatory, W amina F eming organized stars into twenty-two 
classifications. Then Annie Cannon simplified stellar classification to that which is used today.  
Cannon a so coined the ste ar classification mnemonic Oh, Be A F ne Girl – Kiss Me.  In 1926, C
Payne-Gaposchkine further refined the different classifications.   

Joseph von Fraunhaufer proved the temperatures of the stars.  Where the coo er gasses in the outer 
stellar atmosphere absorbed the light from the continuous spectrum behind (below  them. He was an 
optician, who invented the first spectrometer.  He heated up iron and got a full spectrum, as opposed to 
the broken spectra of the candle, The low pressure nes when superimposed over full spectra, the low 
pressure’s l nes appeared as dark absorption ion lines.  These absorption l nes are at the elements’ 
transition frequencies.  Fraunhaufer-lines are named for h m; and his “C” line, at hydrogen a pha, is 
readily seen in most student pocket spectrographs (the ones you had in schoo th a crystal prism).   

Today, using the diffraction gratings and CCD chips, professional equipment 
s millions of lines, some a tangle of weak lines.  Ron spoke of seeing 

at the eyepiece what we learned in school as the two sodium lines to actually 
be two dark bands w th a myriad of faint lines between them.   

th the equipment ava able today, the Gentleperson Astronomer can enter 
into active research and provide profession teams w th useful datasets (and 
be named as a minor contributor in the author block of scientific papers). 
This research can be accomplished in light polluted urban settings because 
the diffraction gratings allow for very narrow-band imaging onto the CCD 

Most of this research is through AAVSO & others. 

Ron showed several of the leading edge equipment components and 
software being used today. These included the Rainbow Optics Star 
Spectroscopes, a deep space spectrograph for large arc second targets. 

SBIG’s SGS Self Guiding spectrograph; which has two chips, one for guiding and one for imaging. 
LHIRES “revo utionary” h gh-resolution webcams and DSLR’s.  These are availab e w th a top-end entry 
of $7K, and others in the $2.5 – 3K ante. 

 Spec is a spectrum program created by a French grad student as doctorial thesis.  It is available 
free off of the web.  A “French-English” version can be down oaded from the left hand column of 
http://www.astrosurf.com/vdesnoux/

After the presentation, Ron was availab e for questions. 
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Solar Analemma 

http://tinyurl.com/47aj 

:(weather permitting) 

April 13 -- Palo Duro Canyon SP - Palo Duro Night Sky - Join our local area expert astronomer at the 
visitor center parking lot for an evening of v ewing the beautiful night sky over Palo Duro Canyon at the 
Lone Star Interpretive Theater. Telescopes and instructions provided. 8:30-10 p.m., weather permitting 
(806) 488-2227. 

April  Field trip to Dark Sky Site 6:30. Watch the e-group for announcements by John Dowell. 

April 14 -- Copper Breaks SP - Sun Fun and Star Walk - Sun Fun features spec ally equipped 
telescopes to look at our nearest star, the sun. Star Walk is a naked eye tour of the night sky over the 
park followed by a c oser look through telescopes and binoculars w th emphasis on "star hopping," a 
technique to help identify ob ects in the sky. Alternate program presented in case of bad weather. Sun 
Fun 4-5 p.m., Star Walk sunset-till (940) 839-4331.  

April 21  FWAS Star Party @ the Fort Worth Museum of Science & History

April 21 -- Caddoan Mounds SHS - Astronomy - Using telescopes inc uding a 10-inch Dobsonian, 
visitors w ll be able to see the rings of Saturn, craters of our moon, a star being born (the great Orion 
nebula) and other celestial objects, as well as workshops on learn ng to find constellations and major 
stars and p anets. You may a so bring your own telescope to share for view ng or if you have questions. 
7:30-9 p.m. weather perm tting (936) 858-3218. 

April 21 -- Ray Roberts Lake SP/Isle du Bois Unit - Stargazing Party - Spend a few minutes or hours 
view ng the heavens and talking w th vo unteer John Olson. Bring your own telescope or gaze through 
John's 10 and 12-inch GIS motor driven telescopes. Meet at DORBA trailhead and use boat launch 
parking in the day use area. Dusk-11 p.m. (940) 686-2148. 

Meteors! With Dr. K! 
graphs for this 

month’s meteor showers that 
show the altitude of the radiant 
and the Moon, if any, for the 

hours centered the 
predicted shower peak. The 
cutoff for visibility is Nautica
Tw light (Sun at -12 degrees 
altitude). Points are plotted 
every  that the radiant 
and/or Moon s visib  If the 
radiant crosses the center of 
the graph it means the peak 
occurs when the radiant 
visible to us here in Ft Worth. 
Try and get to the club dark 
sky site during these periods 
of increased 
The darker conditions w  allow you to see many more shooting stars then the light polluted city.   

The graphs are centered on 
the peak but that doesn’t mean 
that’s the only time meteors 
can be seen.  The activity 
periods for these showers are, 
in most cases, quite long and if 
the peak is hampered by

y Fu  Full Moon, the 
week before or after the peak 
should make for better view

2007 Lyrid Meteor Shower 
Starts Apr 16  Peak Apr 22 22UT Ends Apr 25 

Moon 5d Old 
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2007 Eta Aquarid Meteor Shower 
Starts Apr 19   Peak May 06 12UT   Ends May 28 

Moon 19d Old 
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(repeat after me

Fizzix is Fun! 

Μπορείτε να 
άσετε πάλι 

I’ve seen some astronomical graphics that show the position of the Moon and planets “30 minutes after Sunset” or 
“30 minutes before Sunrise”. I wanted to know what 30 minutes meant as far as the Sun altitude at that time. I use 
the twilights (Civil, Nautical, and Astronomical) in the lists I publish because the Sun is at a defined position at these 
times, i.e. the lighting will be consistent. Below is a graph for the latitude of the FWAS observing site that shows the 
Sun altitude at either 30 minutes before Sunrise or 30 minutes after Sunset versus the day of the year.  

It will be darker n March or September 30 minutes after Sunset than at the same time in June or December because 
the Sun is further below the horizon.  Look carefully at March and September, the Equinoxes, then look at December 
and June, the Solstices. While the equinoxes produce a consistent -7.1 degrees 30 minutes after Sunset, the 
solstices are skewed.  Why is this? 
At the equinoxes the Sun plunges into the horizon at the same angle, for us roughly 33 degrees to the vertical, thus 
the same altitude 30 minutes later. At the solstices this isn’t true. Stars setting in the northwest can be imagined as 

ng a circle centered at the North Pole. Once they set their motion tends to want to “curl under” the pole like the 
part of the circle in the lower left quadrant and moving counter clockwise, so they move more sideways than down. 
Stars setting in the southwest can be imagined the same way but the center is now the South Pole. After setting their 
motion can be imagined like the upper right quadrant and moving clockwise, so although the angle isn’t as steep as 
at the equinoxes, it still tends to go more down than sideways relative to the northwest setting. This hopefully 
explains the difference is altitude 30 minutes after Sunset near the Solstices. 
Some math and numbers may help to visualize what’s happening. 
Math Alert – Reading the fol owing may cause d zziness, and nausea. Proceed w th caut
Taking it for granted that the formula for the z position component of a star
z = sin  + cos  cos  cos 
where nation,  is the angle along the line of constant declination measured from the Zenith w th positive toward the 

West, and is the observer’s latitude. 
dz = -cos  cos 

= the sidereal rate of 0.25 deg/min 
 can be found using the relation 

 = (sin  – s ) / (cos  cos 
where  is the altitude w th positive above the horizon 
So for the Sun at = 23.44 deg,  = 32.75 deg, and the Sunset condition  = -0.83 deg 
we get cos  = -0.2977 thus  107.32 deg 
In other words an object at a declination of 23.44 deg must travel 107.32 deg before it appears to set to an observer at 32.75 deg N. 
dz is then  
-0.1847 deg/min 
So when it appears to set the rate it is traveling toward the Nadir is -0.1847deg/min. 
If we make  = -23.44 deg, then  = 74.93 deg and dz = -0.1868 deg/min 
The difference doesn’t seem l ke much but at the Civil Twilight condition of  = -6 deg they become 
dz = -0.1761 and -0.1914 deg/min respectively, 
As you can see the rate the Summer Sun is dropping below the horizon is decreasing w decreased altitude, -0.1761 vs -0.1847, 

getting flatter to the horizon, and the W nter Sun dropping rate is increasing w th decreasing altitude, -0.1914 vs -0.1868. The 
rate at the Equinoxes is -0.2104 deg/min at Sunset. These numbers do not take atmospher c refraction into account. 

This should explain the W nter to Summer discrepancy in numerical terms. 
Derivation of the formulae 
Define a unit vector (magnitude = 1) of the local Zenith as a = 0, b = 0, c = 1 
If we now define as the angle above the horizon the expression for all unit vectors x, y, and z at that altitude

) = ax + by + cz 
but cos(90 – ) = cos 90 cos + sin 90 sin  = s
and a = b = 0 so z = sin    (Eq 1) 
If the X axis points in the North direction and the Y axis to the West we next want to define the circle generated by a particular 

declination . We also will define the angle  from the Zen th and positive toward the West. 
The resulting formu ae for the x’, y’, and z’ coordinates of this circle as a function of  are: 
x’ = s
y’ = cos 
z’ = cos 
When d is 90 deg x’ = 1 and when are 0 deg z’ = 1 which is what we want. 
We now want to rotate so the X axis is at the observer’s latitude above the horizon 
x = x’ cos  – z’ sin 
y = y’ 
z = x’ sin  + z’ cos 
Substituting Eq 2 and Eq 3 into Eq 4 y
z = sin + cos cos cos 
solving for cos substitute Eq 1 into Eq 5 and rearrange to get 

sin sin sin  cos cos 

FWAS Observing Site 
Sun Altitude 30min before Sunrise or after Sunset 
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Galaxy Quest 

Steve Tuttle’s recent capture 
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Stargazers’ Diary – Russ Boatright & Doug Brown 
Lake Whitney State Park - March 17, 2007 - fair - slight wind / cold - no moon 

We took the Away Team along w th the 3RF 20" telescope out to Whitney for opening day of this 
 The Clear Sky Clock was 

calling for clear skies w th moderate at best transparency, and that forecast was pretty much right 
The seeing was good however, and that is always a boon to the guests enjoying their first look 

And there were more than a few in the park this year 

Resident Whitney astronomy  Thomas and Kelly greeted us near the airfield as we were 
setting up for the evening, with an apology.  
for the park that they had neglected any publicity for the star party.  
had the park full of campers, more than usual for opening days past.  So, as we once told the 

 the movie “build it and they w ll come.”  Once that assembled 20" 
Obsession points skyward, the curious take note.   staff down at 
headquarters spreading the news, so we managed to have several dozen guests for viewing 
before the night was done. 

Complementing the 20" was the ingenious 12.5" accessible telescope that Thomas had built for 
wheelchair observing.  Make that sky observing while seated in a chair.  It's very sweet and 
comfortable, and makes for a nice break from ladder climbing.  There's certainly nothing that says 
one can't be relaxed while gazing. 

We always enjoy the Whitney star party atmosphere.  The scopes are usually not under siege by 
crowds so every viewer can take their time at the eyepiece and the hosts have time for lots of 
astronomy banter, one on one w th the guests.  The place has darkness worth seeking out and is 
very accessible from anywhere in the Metroplex. You don't need to spend the night.  It's a quality 

ll enjoy for just the small park admission price, which is 
State Parks are one of the very best kept secrets, it seems. Visit 

one on a moonless night, and chances are that a star party will break out. 

We began the evening, as we usually do, w th everyone getting a v ew of any 'shock and awe' 
On this night, that meant Saturn and M42, the Orion nebula. Both were 

in fine form like we knew they would be. Saturn's high position made for lots of ladder gymnastics 
to enable even the tiniest astronomer to get a good look through the 20" safely.  so makes for a 
good workout for these old bones, but the oohs and ahs always make it worth it. 
these youngsters w ll be inspired to find a theory of everything someday?  Well, we can hope. 

We had requests for a galaxy quest from the abundance of spring break college students on hand, 
so we drifted over to Leo.  We didn't have to drift too far from Saturn for our first Leo galaxy target; 
NGC 2903, a favorite that Doug likes to call the Leo's nose galaxy, since its located right off of the 
lion's nose. It's another of those great bright objects that Messier managed to miss, and is always 
worth checking out while waiting for the Leo Messier galaxies to rise higher from the horizon. 
almost face-on barred spira , NGC 2903, is one of the best galaxies to show structure, especially 

Next, we rumbled around the stars of the Leo I group and into the realm of the Leo triplets 
eventually. They were all big and bright, but swimming more than usual, I guess due to the 
uncertain transparency. Somehow, we'd never noticed nearby NGC 3593 before, lurking around 
just beyond the Triplets. 

We went over to Coma Berenices to visit M64, the Black Eye galaxy and the spindle NGC 4565, 
before giving the students a farewell with a high powered look at globular cluster M3 in Canes 
Venatici. They were gasping at its majesty, in part because they were a bit surprised by its 
brilliance. Seems they'd had a low powered look at M79 earlier in the evening that had left them 
uninspired as to globs. But M3 is the complete 'sugar spill on velvet' experience, and it got their 

We left them w th a promise of even better globs upon their return this summer. 

When the last of the campers left, we returned briefly to the galaxy fie sit a few for the f
time our own The terrific spindle NGC 4631 in Canes Venatici gives NGC 4565 
competition as a great edge on galaxy.  Plus, the abundance of galaxies that can be observed 
from Ursa Major over to Leo is astounding.  Its just too bad that they were all swimming a bit this 
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Smile at the empty sky 
And wait for the moment 

ASTRONOMICAL 

Credits: 

Astronerds.com 

Harry Bearman 

Bruce Campbell 
Pg 1, Bitten Cookie Rising 

Ed Kotapish 
All the data crunching for 

Loren Larson 

Juan Martinez 
Pg 3 Star Party 

Pg 5 Toon Harvest 

Trista Oppermann 

George Ruede Family 

Stanford U. Solar Center 

Steve Tuttle 
Pg 8 Leo Trio 

Other Credits Noted 

A Note About Images 

compressed to a 96 dpi 

email me off list and I will 
send it to you. 

Court Jester 
From Halloween to April’s Fool 

The Fine Print 

Observing Site Reminders 

All members … 
Be careful w

Put equipment back neatly when finished 
Leave a log note if there is a club equipment 

Trustee to let them know 
Turn out the bathroom light and close the 
door tightly – do NOT lock; 
thermostat alone. 

Turn out your headlights at the gate! 
Last person out, please … 

Make sure nothing is left out 
Chain the gate when departing site 

Concrete telescope pads & power
Clubhouse, restroom, picnic & camping. 

Fire Ban is Still in Effect 

FWAS Contact information  http:/ www.fortworthastro.com 
Officers

    Trista Oppermann – President  prezzident@fortworthastro.com 
John Dowell – V ce Pres dent cepres@fortworthastro.com

    Harry Bearman – Secretary / Treasurer  sec-tres@fortworthastro.com 
Meetings – FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the UNT Health Sc ence Center – Research & 

Education Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bow vd; Ft. Worth. Guests and v sitors are always welcome. 
(Trista Oppermann

 – http:/ www.fortworthastro.com 
E-Group (members only) – Post messages to the group by sending e-mail to fwas@yahoogroups.com. Any message sent 

to fwas@yahoogroups.com will be automatically sent to all members on the list.  Send a blank e-mail to fwas
subscr be@yahoogroups.com to subscr    Inc ude your rea  name. 

Outreach items concerning FWAS Outreach activ ties should be addressed to FWAS’ Public Outreach Coord nator at 
fwasoutreach@yahoo.com (Dave T

Prime Focus – The FWAS newsletter is published monthly. Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos, or ust about 
anything you would like to have included should be sent to:  primefocus@fortworthastro.com (Dean Crabtree

FWAS Annual Dues - $40 for adu ts / families, $20.00 for students (half-price Jan 1 thru June 30); checks payable to Ft. 
Worth Astronomical Society; payments can be mailed to 3812 Fenton Ave., Ft. Worth, TX 76133 or in-person at 
the next indoor meeting. Membership runs July 1 through June 30.  (Harry Bearman

Discount Subscriptions Available Sky & Telescope $32.95), and Astronomy (1 year for $34.00 2 years for $60.00 . A 
Sky & Telescope subscr ption through FWAS entitles you to 10% off purchases at SkyTel’s on-line store. Harry 
Bearman) 

Astronomical League Membership Your FWAS membership a so enrolls you in the Astronomical League. Th s makes 
you eligible for various observing certificates and you get the r quarterly magazine, The Reflector.  Observ
clubs: http://www.astroleague.org/observ ng.html AL aison is Tres Ross

Fort Worth Museum of Science and History  See the Museum’s website for schedules of exhibits and show times: 
http://www.fwmsh.org/home/index.html Linda Krouse

Lost in the milky way, 

When a million chances may all collide.  
- The Lightning Seeds, The Life of Reilly 
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